A b s t r a c t --T h i s paper presents an improved method of generating a binary image affine IFS (iterated function system) by using genetic algorithm. We adopt a natural variable-length genotype encoding to represent an individual. The multiobject fitness function is also applied in this algorithm. In addition, a distributed version of the binary image compression algorithm is implemented. Both theoretical analysis and experimental results show a higher compression ratio with better quality images by using the proposed algorithm. (D
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Fractals are geometric patterns that are self-similar and can be used especially in computer modeling of irregular patterns and natural phenomena. Hutchinson in his paper [1] developed the idea using the mathematical theory known as iterated function systems (IFS) [2] . IFS were later successfully used in modeling natural patterns such as clouds, leaves and trees, and fractal image compression. Barnsley and his research group realized the potential of iterated function systems and have indicated that IFS can be used for fractal image compression. They developed an interactive system for the generation and solution of inverse problem for IFS [3] [4] [5] [6] . Jacquin, a graduate student of Barnsley, has completed an automatic fractal encoding system scheme in his dissertation and proposed a new theory called local or partitioned iterated function system (PIFS) [7] .
Fractal image compression has been a popular technique for achieving high compression ratios. An increasing number of research work with applications appeared in this area. Fractal objects are objects whose geometry is generally a result of their self-similar structure [8] and can be zoomed infinitely. Under the condition of satisfying a certain limit, the target of compression is Typeset by AA/tS-TEX to acquire the simplest description of the image, which is regarded as an array of attractors of contraction maps on a complete metric space. Recently, new research in seeking efficient iterated function systems focuses specifically on wavelet fractal, selections and optimization of fractal definition domain, heuristic fractal, and IFS segment. With new developed methodologies, the evolutionary algorithm has emerged as a solution for fractal image compression.
The evolutionary computation is a parallel solution method which uses the idea of and gets inspirations from the natural evolutionary process [9] . Due to its intrinsic parallelism and some intelligent properties such as adaptation, self-organizing, and self-learning, the genetic algorithm (GA) and more generally the evolutionary algorithm (EA) are currently efficient stochastic optimization tools, and are widely used in various application fields. Based on the idea of the genetic algorithm, we construct a search match algorithm, which is known as the genetic search method. With the characteristics of the fractal image compression, we adopt a variable-length encoding for individual gene, and propose a new selection scheme about fitness function and location of crossover mutation. Experimental results have shown that our method yields a better compression ratio and improved fidelity, and overcame efficiently some disadvantages of the traditional search method. The genetic algorithm itself poses intrinsic parallel properties suitable for parallel computers on a larger scale. This paper explains the idea of a distributed GA using the proposed sequential algorithm. Finally a conclusion and future work are discussed.
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF FRACTAL IMAGE COMPRESSION
The fractal image compression algorithm is based on the fractal theory of self-similar and selfaiTine transformation. In this paper, the basic theory involved in fractal image compression is restricted to complete metric spaces which can be represented, for convenience, by the region 12 = [0, 1] 2. Some basic definitions, following those given in [4] , are listed here.
(1) Iterated Function System Definition An iterated function system consists of a complete metric space (X, d) together with a finite set of contraction mappings wi : X -~ X where i = 1, 2,..., N, with the corresponding contraction factors cl. The notation for IFS is {X; wl,w2,...,wg} and its contraction factor is C = maxl<i<_g{ci}. 
VA E H(X),
is a contraction mapping on the complete metric space (H(X), h), with contraction factor C, where h is known as the Hausdorff metric. In other words,
h(W(A), W(B)) <_ C * h(A, B), VA, B E H(X).
There exists a unique fixed point A E H(X) which satisfies 
VF e H(X).
An example is shown in Figure 1 which approximates a maple leaf (see (b)) using the collage theorem by using four IFS maps (see (a)). It is easily seen that the maple leaf is viewed as an approximate union of shrunken copies of itself in different orientations. Here and the coefficients of A and the components of T are real numbers. The coefficients of the diagonal of A stretch, shrink, and mirror a given point horizontally or vertically, the skew diagonals of A are used for skewing and rotation, and the vector T is used for translating the given point [10] . For instance, using equation (1), we can construct interesting fractals such as the famous spleenwort fern (see Figure 2 ). The IFS {i2; w l , w 2 , . . . , w g } can be expressed as shown in Table 1 .
In a random iterative algorithm, the value of Pi can be taken to be
where N = 4 in Table 1 is the number of maps. Other situations may be treated empirically (and for convenience Pi = 0.25). In the previous exciting episode, this fern can be described completely in terms of only 25(= 4 * 6 + 1) IFS parameters.
According to the collage theorem, this paper deals with fractals, which are binary image (represented, for convenience, by the region 12 = [0, 112). There is an associated grey-level function g ( x , y ) , which may assume a finite nonnegative value. From the point of view of continuous binary image B, each pixel can assume only two discrete values with 0 or 1 (white and black are represented 0, 1, respectively). The parameters in Table 2 ensure every affine transformation is generated automatically and is contractive. 
The contraction factor 6 is given by = max (6~) (2) l<i<n where 6~ can be calculated as 6i= ~ a 2+b 2+c 2+d 2+ (a 2+b 2+e 2+d2) 2-4(ad-be) 2 .
Similarity Measurement
How does one measure an affine IFS whose attractor is close to or looks like the target image? For binary images, the S metric function is used to measure the quality of an approximation as below [11] .
Here ]A A B] represents the number of black pixels after image A intercept with image B, and ]A U B I represents the number black pixel after the of union of images A and B. Equation (3) expresses the fact that the smaller S is, the worse similarity is. In this paper an extension of this function to measure the similarity has the form
GENETIC ALGORITHMS FOR FRACTAL IMAGE COMPRESSION
Genetic algorithms (GA) are based on the principle of natural selection and natural genetics [12] and have been applied successfully to numerical and combinatorial optimization, statistical computation. Furthermore, GA is also an efficient searching method for approximations to global optimal in the huge and complicated space in relatively short time. For fractal image compression, we hope ultimately to find the best IFS, and hence genetic algorithms suit the current application.
Chromosome Encoding
For fractal image compression, the encoding of chromosome [11] , which means the individual of a population, is actually the coding of IFS. Using the definition of an affine transformation in 12 = [0, 1] 2 for binary images (see equation (1)), an efficient IFS with the parametric data in Table 1 is a workable chromosome. The encode of a gene is defined by
where k is the k th gene of the chromosome, i is the ith contraction affine transformation of IFS, and w~ is the affine transformation. A chromosome can be encoded by the sequence of a gene. The sequence is where k is the locus of the chromosome in population, n represents the number of efficient affine transformations in the IFS, and Fk is the IFS, called the chromosome. The concept is best described by the Java code below. Here the variables POPSIZE, MAXMAPS, and NPARS denote the size of the population, the maximum number of affine transformations of the IFS, and the actual number of affine transformations of the IFS, respectively.
Fitness Function
The evolution is driven by a fitness function [11] that is maximized during the process. The fitness value is selected to reflect a desirable trait in the members of the population [10] . In the case of fractal image compression, we measure three function values for evaluating chromosomes. The fitness function is the embodiment of multiobject optimal problem. We have three objectives to fulfill, including (1) maximize the similarity measurement S, (2) minimize the compression factor/9, and (3) minimize the contraction factor 5.
The first objective can be done through equation (4) . In order to achieve (2) For the same reason, the parameter a is expected value of C, which is the standard compression factor, e.g., STDCP = 0.5. The contraction factor C is calculated by equation (2), and is used to modify the method as described above. For a given space 12 = [0, 1] 2, let B be a target image, and A be attractor of the IFS, then the fitness function can be written as
FB(C) = S B, w~(B) Rv(fl)Pa(C).
(~)
Genetic Operators
There are three basic operators [11] in GA includes selection, crossover (recombination), and mutation.
Selection is an evolution operator that chooses a chromosome from the current generation of population for inclusion in the next generation of population. Before making them into the next generation of population, the selected chromosomes may undergo crossover or mutation, which depends upon the probability of crossover and mutation. The offspring consist of the next generation of population. We adopt roulette wheel selection strategy, in which the chance of a chromosome being selected is proportional to its fitness, and heuristic selection strategy. Heuristic selection acquires better individuals and avoids the evolution of population being degenerated during the evolution process. This mean that population set is set as best * BestParent + r * offspring, and then POPSIZE := best + r. This paper adopts best := 5, which represents the new generation of population containing chromosomes of the five best parents.
Crossover is a genetic operator that combines or mates two chromosomes (parents) to produce a new chromosome (offspring). The idea behind crossover is that the new chromosome may be better than both of their parents if it takes the best characteristics from each of the parents. Crossover occurs during evolution according to a user-definable crossover probability (Pc). In our experiments, we adopted one point crossover operator that randomly selects a crossover point within a chromosome before interchanges the two parent chromosomes at this point to produce two new offspring (see Figure 3 ). There is also the possibility for the length of offspring beyond the allowed maximum, and hence we should measure and modify offspring.
Mutation is also a genetic operator that alters one or more gene values in a chromosome from its initial state. This can result in entirely new gene values being added to the gene pool. With these new gene values, the genetic algorithm may be able to arrive at a better solution than was previously possible [13] . Mutation is an important part of the genetic search as it helps to prevent the population from stagnating at any local optima. Mutation occurs during evolution according to a user-definable mutation probability (Pro), and this probability should usually be set fairly low (0.01 is a good first choice) [4] .
Affine transformation in any plane can be a decomposed product of four types of basic transformation [14] [15] [16] . According to the characteristics of the contraction affine transformation, we designed four types of affine transformation mutator gene: rotation A0, scaling As, stretching Ae, and cutting Ac. In other words,
multiplies the associated transformation matrices, such as A0, As, Ac, Ac. To acquire better offspring, the jitter mutation was considered and the jitter range function [1, 11] is defined by
where FB(C) is the fitness of IFS (see equation (5)), and 6 is a sca/ing factor chosen uniformly at random over an interval [-1, 1] . When Fs(c) ~ 1, the best transformation results will be influenced by a tiny mutation. In some cases there are unfitted transformations which appear after the mutation where chromosomes must be measured and modified.
The Algorithm
The pseudolanguage below describes the algorithm. 
// initialization population

SEQUENTIAL NUMERICAL RESULTS
Tests were performed using the algorithm described in Section 3. The original binary image "Sierpinski triangle", a 128 × 128 pixel array, two bits (0 --white, 1 = black) per pixel, is depicted in Figure 4 . Table 3 shows the control parameters used in the GA method. We used these parameters for 1000 generations and three runs (Pentium III processor, 256Mbytes memory). Table 4 lists the coefficients of the best IFS solution, and the best image of the 999 th generation is shown in Figure 5 . Solutions for other parameters are found in Table 5 . Despite the fact that our system did not manage to produce a 100% correct solution for the Sierpinski triangle problem, we can represent the IFS of the "Sierpinski triangle" by using only 3 , 6 --18 real numbers similar to those used by the fractal compression encoding of the Sierpinski triangle image. 
A D I S T R I B U T E D A L G O R I T H M
Since the structure of a fractal is of infinite complexity and our system adopts the extensive sampling space, the seeking of potent resolution is enormous. Speeding up the computation becomes the priority. The fundamental approach is to use distributed or parallel computing. Java RMI and Java multithreads were used to rewrite the algorithm mentioned above. Based on the genetic algorithm and IFS, the distributed fractal binary image compression algorithm may be written as below. STEP 1. Define the long-distance interface for the class Chromosome--ChromosomeInterf a c e . j a v a : -import j a v a . r m i . * ; //must be introduced import java. io. * ; interface ChromosomeInterface extends Remote { public double getgene (int m, int n) throws RemoteException; public int gecmapn () throws RemoteException; public void setgene (int m, int n, double val) throws RemoteException; public void setmapn (int val) throws RemoteException; } STEP 2. Define the long-distance interface for class Population--PopulationInterface.java, the method for realization is as Step I. We use the same parameters (see Table 3 ) for i000 generations and one run on two PCs (Pentium Ill processor, 256 bytes memory). Table 6 lists the coefficients of the best IFS solution, Figure 6 (other parameters solution see Table 7 ).
C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K
The variable-length chromosome encoding and the extensible search space is proposed in this paper. The algorithmic performance and efficiency have been improved greatly by introducing some modified G A parameters, multiobject fitness functions, a crossover operator, and manifold m u t a t i o n operators. Furthermore, a distributed algorithm was implemented. The experimental results showed t h a t the present algorithm has tremendous ability in searching for best solutions. Despite some suboptimal cases good solutions may be obtained for a very i m p o r t a n t problem in fractal image compression, i.e., finding efficient and good IFS such t h a t the decoded image is similar to original one and has high image quality.
Further work currently being considered by the authors includes colour image compression and various distributed implementations.
